
Daytona Milton Keynes Inkart Championship 2012 

Round five: 

From the wettest round last time out, round 5 was greeted by glorious sunshine. With plenty of grip available to 

all competitors, the question is how fast can our championship drivers go?  

Juniors; Heat one: 

The first pole-man of the day was Oscar Riley and he wasted no time in storming into the lead. Meanwhile Ryan 

Ould had made his way into second and had his head down trying to reel the leader into his grasp. 3 laps 

completed and Ryan is nose to tail with leader Oscar. Determined not to let the lead go Oscar was working hard 

to keep Ryan at bay as they moved onto the last lap. Ryan made his moved down at turn number eight and stole 

victory from Oscar within the final 4 corners who finished second. A good drive from Mathias Read Simpson 

rewarded him 3
rd

. 

Heat two: 

This heat was won quite comfortably by Owen Pearce as he ended up 4 seconds down the road from anyone 

else. The drama was all further down the pack. Tom Harbottle started 7
th

 on the grid but after some good 

looking moves at turns 2 and 4, found him 3
rd

 after just 4 laps. Tom then when on to pass Aaron Kidd taking 

second place, the race must go down as Heat Harbottle in the history books! 

Heat three: 

This had to be the best heat so far. With positions changing left, right and centre, the top three were separated by 

only 0.6 of a second! Dan Bull made his way to the front, only to be overtaken by pervious race winner Owen 

Pearce. That wasn’t going to be the end of it as Dan took all the points after re-passing Owen on the last lap 

again! Aaron Kidd took a close 3
rd

.  

The Grand Final: 

After some exciting heats the final had a lot to live up to, and it did! Ryan Ould started on pole followed by 

Owen Pierce and Dan Bull. Ryan did well to stay ahead, until a confident Dan Bull came shooting out of turn 8, 

passing the leader with ease up the back straight. With two laps remaining, surely Dan was going to take the 

win? Ryan clearly disagreed and made a round 5 winning move on the final lap, Owen Pearce took 3
rd 

followed 

by Robert Greenhough in 4
th

.  

 

 

 



Lightweights:  

With the sun beaming down on the circuit and on a full grid, The Monaco Grand Prix would just have to wait! 

Heat one: 

After a successful return to the InKart Championship last round, it would be interesting to see if Stephen Moffat 

and Ben Irwin would be able to continue in the same form they showed in a more hectic and consistent field. 

Well, after only one lap it was clear that both drivers would not be intimidated and again, they soon started to 

show why they were so successful in the junior category. Stephen managed to go from 12
th

 on the grid to 3
rd

 in 

just one lap and by lap number four he was top! Ben was pushing him all the way, but just ran out of time and 

Stephen held firm to take first place. Alex Damian, who has been consistent through-out, took third spot to start 

the day well.  

Heat two: 

This heat saw Alex Damian start first and finish first and along the way, picking up the second fastest lap of the 

race- 1.11.686. The Fastest man out on circuit seemed to be Daniel Truman who started 16
th

 on the grid and 

with his fastest lap of 1.11.367 came racing through the field into 7
th

 position. Dominic Tucker also got a great 

start and finished just behind the winner,  only half a second in front of Jamie Bull.   

Heat three: 

So the last heat before the final, Harry Law starting on pole position, followed by Daniel Truman and James 

Crisp. After an astounding performance in the last heat, Daniel Truman wasted no time in taking the lead. He 

continued to push forward and created a gap of 5.148 seconds between himself and the others; with an 

impressive lap time of 1:10:571. Meanwhile, our championship leader Anthony Jordan came storming through 

however, he couldn’t quite make it into the top three and finished fourth. Matt Cooley and Harry Law came 

second and third 

The Grand Final: 

After the tremendous race win from Heat Three, Daniel Truman had earned himself pole position in the Grand 

Final. Alex Damian and Dominic Tucker starting close behind creating an intense and heart pumping first lap, 

which saw George Wilson and Harry Law slipping past into second and third position. As they battled amongst 

themselves, this allowed Daniel Truman the opportunity to race ahead gaining a further two seconds up the road. 

As George and Harry fought tumultuously, Daniel was able to further increase his lead. Upon the realisation that 

Daniel was making headway, both George and Harry focused on closing him down and quickly pursued him. 

The three were locked together as they moved onto the last lap. George Wilson made a daring move on the 

inside of the leader on turn 2. Harry Law attempted to follow through, but Daniel refused to give up his position, 

however, George was able to hold on to top spot and the karts were only separated by .6 of a second. A truly 

unbelievable day of racing! George triumphed in first place, followed by Daniel in second and Harry third. 



Heavyweights:  

The heavyweight category is extremely competitive with a number of drivers aiming for the top spot. Whilst it is 

growing in popularity, there are a number of drivers who are looking to pull away from the rest of the pack in 

the overall standings. 

Heat one: 

Heat one started with Stuart Shearman on pole. Clearly enjoying the track conditions it didn’t take long for him 

to run away from the field, Stuart’s average lap time was 1.12.547!. In the end Stuart had an 11 second lead over 

second place.  Martin Smith had jumped up from his grid spot to claim 2
nd

 with Tom Daniels a further 10 

seconds down the road. A good performance from Andy Whymark too, starting last on the grid but ended up 

coming through to 5
th

. 

Heat two: 

After starting the last heat at the back, it was Andy Whymark’s turn to lead the drivers through the green flag 

but he didn’t have it all his own way. He did go on the take all the points followed closely by Wayne Robson. 

Meanwhile Tom Daniels, who started 8
th 

on the grid, had make his way up the field producing more than one 

good looking move along the way. He ended up finishing 3
rd

 with Andy Barr taking 4
th

.   

Heat three: 

Tom Daniels started heat 3 at the front. Still searching for his first win in round 5, surely this was his 

opportunity. With a best laptime of 1.12.721 Tom didn’t look back and crossed the line 4.2 seconds in front of 

Andy Barr, who wasn’t hanging around either. Chris Munro took 3rd
 with the top three’s best lap times only 

separated by under 0.09 of a second!! 

The Grand Final: 

After the heats finished with three different race winners it was all to play for in the final. Tom Daniels started 

on pole with Andy Whymark second and Stuart Shearman third. Tom got a great start followed closely by the 

rest of the field. The karts behind the leader fought among themselves allowing Tom Daniels the opportunity to 

pull away, he didn’t hesitate. With Tom flying off into the distance the battle was for second and third. Stuart 

Shearman made a move for second place on lap 3. Andy Whymark, now in third, was eyeing up Stuart’s sliver 

trophy but Wayne Robson had other ideas.  Wayne stuck it down the inside at turn 10 and 3
rd

 place was his. 

Tom Daniels took the race win with another convincing drive with Stuart Shearman second and Wayne Robson 

third.  

   

 



 

Conclusion: 

If Graham described last months as The Deadliest Catch then this months is surely an extreme Bear Gyrlls 

survival in the Sahara Desert. With the drivers maintaining excellent performance even in the scorching 

sunshine, they kept their cool and prevailed. There were some fantastic individual performances from George 

Wilson, Tom Daniels and Ryan Ould, and all of their competitors.  

It has been a privilege to cover round 5 and I wish all the drivers the best of luck for the remainder of their 

championship. 

Kind regards, 

Tom Clare. 


